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NATIONALITY / COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Canada

BIO: Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author of The Unspoken Rules (2021), Gorick helps leaders instill an ownership mindset within their teams, and educational institutions increase the career and workplace readiness of their students.

IDEAS: Organizations around the world, from law firms and the largest multinationals to startups and nonprofits, now use The Unspoken Rules as the foundation of their talent development and diversity and inclusion efforts. Harvard Business School has given Gorick’s book to every MBA student, to give them an edge in the labor market.

CONTENT: ‘How to Reach Level 7 Ownership’ (Africa.com); ‘This Is the Most Important Conversation You Need to Have With Your Team if You’re a Manager’ (CNBC); ‘11 Questions to Ask Your Boss the First Day of a Remote-Only Job’ (Fast Company); ‘How to Use Your Privilege to Even the Playing Field’ (HBR).

WEBSITE: gorick.com
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